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-The Lapomatic is an electronic paper tape dispenser with a water resistant, soft touch control panel.  The frame and painted parts are corrosion 
-resistant.  The Lapomatic features electronic cutting of the paper tape. The Lapomatic also has a repeat function, dispensing a pre set length everytime. The Lapomatic is easy to use, requires little maintenance, is very reliable, and is available as an option with a battery for mobile usage.

WHY PAPER TAPE

ELECTRIC PAPER TAPE DISPENSER - LAPOMATIC
Weight: ca. 12 kgDimensions: 450 x 290 x 250 mm (l x b x h)Speed: 55 mtr/ minNoise level: < 70 dBElectric power supply: 230 V, 1-Ph, 50 Hz, 0,4 kW
ADVANTAGES:After 30 minutes power cut-off Temperature Top-HeaterSilicone seal in order to prevent adjustment of (500 - 750 - 1000)

Qwater leakage uietest dispenserAccurate length determination Interface for external connection
SUPPLIES:Paper tapeType: paper tape (reinforced and unreinforced)Roll width: 20 to 100 mmSelected length: 100 to 1.150 mm

qOuter roll diameter: 200 mm, to 300 mm on re uest (LAPOMATIC)

Strong and better adhesion than PP/PVC tape.The glue on the gummed paper bonds with the cardboard. The paper tape cannot be removed without damaging the box, signs of tamper clearly evident.Temperature and light resistant.  Ideal for cold stores.Perfect seamless closure (giving a professional look).Easy to apply, odourless, leaves no residue behind.
Firms the box (reduced risk of product damage).Direct recyclable with the box (environmentally friendly, socially responsible,) silent in operation, printable, available in white and brown.

TECHNICAL DETAILS:

Table Outer roll diameter Foot pedalto 300 mm Printing deviceE.g. logo
ACCESSORIES

LAPOMATIC BATTERY equipped with 
a battery allowing mobile usage 
anywhere within the warehouse. Cuts 
up to 6000 operations per battery 
charge (subject to paper length and 
thickness) 
SPECIAL MODELS:

LAPOMATIC /200: for tape up to 
200 mm width.  Accessories: high-roller 
adapter, printer, trolley.

LAPOMATIC F: with photocell to 
separate pre-printed labels.

LAPOMAGIC: Always the right size 
tape by sensor, automatic box size 
detection.


